Women's Basketball Tournament: Final Four Preview

The Southern women's basketball team is the only remaining undefeated team in the nation and has secured a spot in the final four of the NCAA tournament. This weekend, they will face off against the nation's top seed, the Northern team, in a highly anticipated matchup.

- **First Round:**
  - **Date:** Saturday, March 9th
  - **Location:** Location 1
  - **Matchup:** Southern vs. Southern

- **Quarterfinals:**
  - **Date:** Wednesday, March 13th
  - **Location:** Location 2
  - **Matchup:** Southern vs. Northern

- **Semifinals:**
  - **Date:** Saturday, March 23rd
  - **Location:** Location 3
  - **Matchup:** Southern vs. Southern

- **Finals:**
  - **Date:** Sunday, March 24th
  - **Location:** Location 4
  - **Matchup:** Southern vs. Southern

**Heritage of Excellence**

Southern's strong tradition in women's basketball dates back to the early 1990s, with multiple conference championships and NCAA tournament appearances. Their team is led by experienced coach, Coach X, who has guided the team to success through his strategic gameplay and mentorship.

**Fan Support:**

The home crowd is expected to fill the arena, providing an energetic and supportive atmosphere for both teams. The Southern fans are known for their passionate support, creating a unique experience for spectators.

**Tickets:**

Tickets are available online through the official website or at the door. Be sure to purchase yours in advance to ensure a spot in this exciting event.

**Watch Party:**

Join the Southern community for a watch party this weekend. Details will be announced soon on the official website.

Don't miss this opportunity to witness Southern's journey to the NCAA championship. Let's cheer them on!
They Greet Conference Wrestlers Tomorrow

Idaho W.S.C. Ringmen Renew Battles In Memorial Gym Tonight

When Idaho's national intercollegiate wrestling champion (through the ropes in Memorial Gym tonight to face second place, Georgie's Johnnie Allen, by heavyweight, may not be in Coach Louis Angier's. The freight train will bring him in by 9 a.m. tomorrow morning."

Burlington, opening a new era, entered the university's gymnasium, as he was making his way from the front door, but was going to take the freight train to his home. He was accompanied by his coach, Poulson, and a group of newspapermen.

"I'm here to wrestle in the Memorial Gym tonight," Burlingto said. "I've been training hard for this meet, and I'm looking forward to it."

"What time will you arrive?" a reporter asked.

"I'll arrive in the morning, around 9 a.m.," Burlingto replied.

"Will you be staying with a host family?"

"Yes, I will stay with a host family in town," Burlingto said.

"What do you expect to do in your free time while you're in town?"

"I expect to visit the university and the city, and maybe do some sightseeing," Burlingto said.

"Will you be training before the meet?"

"Yes, I will train a little in the morning before the meet," Burlingto said.

"What do you think of the university gym?"

"It looks good, but I've never wrestled there before," Burlingto said.

"What are your expectations for the meet?"

"I expect to do well, but I'm not sure what the outcome will be," Burlingto said.

In response to the question, Burlingto said, "I expect to do well, but I'm not sure what the outcome will be."
Our Rusty Model

We have a perfect little model of an essential part of democracy - the American student, and hope that the American political system can remain undamaged.

The model is in a laboratory at the University of Michigan, and is a little rusty. It's been in use for a number of years, but is still, we think, a valuable tool for understanding the political process. The model is constructed of wood and wire, and is about the size of a human being. It has a brain and a heart, and is capable of thinking and feeling. It is, we believe, an accurate representation of the American student. The model is stored in a closet when not in use, and is taken out for lectures and demonstrations. It is our hope that the model will continue to be a useful tool for understanding the political process for many years to come.

How Do They Spend It?

Several official representatives of campus political parties and unaffiliated political groups have been interviewed for this report. The interviews were conducted by mail, and the results are shown below.

1. They spend time studying.
2. They spend time socializing.
3. They spend time working.
4. They spend time sleeping.
5. They spend time eating.
6. They spend time watching TV.
7. They spend time reading.
8. They spend time exercising.
9. They spend time volunteering.
10. They spend time volunteering.

Additional notes:

- The student body is divided into various groups, based on political affiliation, major, and personal interest.
- Most students spend a significant amount of their time studying, as the majority of courses require extensive reading and research.
- Socializing typically takes place after class, during meals, or at informal gatherings.
- Working is common among students, either for pay or as a means to gain experience.
- Sleeping, eating, and watching TV are essential activities that are prioritized by most students.
- Reading and exercising are also valued by many students, as they see these activities as important for personal well-being.
- Volunteering is seen as a way to give back to the community and gain valuable experience.

Communicate Comment

While the mystery of the Kilimanjaro is solved, the problem of finding a suitable substitute for the beloved chocolate chip cookie remains. Some of our students have suggested alternatives, such as the oatmeal raisin or the pumpkin spice, but none have quite captured the spirit of the original. Perhaps a new flavor could be created, or an entire cookie could be designed to mimic the chocolate chip. This would not only enrich the culinary options available, but also provide an opportunity for creativity and experimentation among our student body.

The Smoke of SLOWER-BURNING CAMELS GIVES YOU EXTRAVAGANT \nEXTRA COOLNESS, EXTRA FLAVOR \nAND \nLESS NICOTINE

than the average of the 4 other largest-selling cigarettes tested—less than any of them—according to independent scientific tests of the smoke itself.

The Sears' Cigarettes Research Bureau, in a series of tests, found that the smoke of Sears' Cigarettes contains less tar and nicotine than the smoke of any of the other cigarettes tested. The Bureau's tests were conducted under standardized conditions, and the results were analyzed by a panel of experts. The findings of the Bureau's tests are summarized in the table below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cigarette Brand</th>
<th>Tar Content (mg)</th>
<th>Nicotine Content (mg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sears</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td>&lt; 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other brands</td>
<td>&gt; 1</td>
<td>&gt; 0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These results are significant, as they indicate that the smoke of Sears' Cigarettes is less harmful than the smoke of other cigarettes. The Bureau's tests confirm what many smokers have observed over the years: the smoke of Sears' Cigarettes is smoother, less harsh, and more pleasant to inhale. This is due to the unique blend of tobaccos and the way in which the cigarettes are made. Sears' Cigarettes are made with a blend of Virginia, Kentucky, and Burley tobaccos, which are chosen for their flavor and aroma. The cigarettes are then rolled by hand in a way that preserves their natural quality. As a result, the smoke of Sears' Cigarettes is less irritating to the lungs and throat, and is more enjoyable to smoke.

The Sears' Cigarettes Research Bureau is committed to the health and well-being of its consumers. We encourage all smokers to consider the health implications of their smoking habits, and to make informed choices about the cigarettes they smoke. Sears' Cigarettes are a good choice for those who want to enjoy the benefits of a smooth, flavorful smoke without sacrificing their health.